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Sensitivity of Vehicle Market
Share Predictions to Discrete
Choice Model Specification
When design decisions are informed by consumer choice models, uncertainty in choice
model predictions creates uncertainty for the designer. We investigate the variation and
accuracy of market share predictions by characterizing fit and forecast accuracy of discrete choice models for the US light duty new vehicle market. Specifically, we estimate
multinomial logit models for 9000 utility functions representative of a large literature in
vehicle choice modeling using sales data for years 2004–2006. Each model predicts
shares for the 2007 and 2010 markets, and we compare several quantitative measures of
model fit and predictive accuracy. We find that (1) our accuracy measures are concordant: model specifications that perform well on one measure tend to also perform well on
other measures for both fit and prediction. (2) Even the best discrete choice models
exhibit substantial prediction error, stemming largely from limited model fit due to unobserved attributes. A na€ıve “static” model, assuming share for each vehicle design in the
forecast year ¼ share in the last available year, outperforms all 9000 attribute-based
models when predicting the full market one year forward, but attribute-based models can
predict better for four year forward forecasts or new vehicle designs. (3) Share predictions are sensitive to the presence of utility covariates but less sensitive to covariate form
(e.g., miles per gallons versus gallons per mile), and nested and mixed logit specifications
do not produce significantly more accurate forecasts. This suggests ambiguity in identifying a unique model form best for design. Furthermore, the models with best predictions
do not necessarily have expected coefficient signs, and biased coefficients could misguide
design efforts even when overall prediction accuracy for existing markets is maximized.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4028282]

Introduction

Design researchers have proposed a variety of methods to predict the influence of design decisions on firm profit as part of a
broader effort to base design decisions explicitly on predictions of
downstream consequences for the firm [1]. The majority of these
methods apply discrete choice methods [2] to predict consumer
choice as a function of product attributes and price. Such predictions are proposed as a way to guide or even optimize design decisions [3–11]. Application of choice models within design
implicitly relies on accurate choice predictions [5,12]. Given the
many sources of uncertainty in such models, however, Frischknecht et al. [8] question the suitability of using choice models in
a design context. At a minimum, researchers must be aware of the
degree of prediction error and uncertainty when employing market
models in design.
Prediction error can arise from many sources, including noisy
data, finite data, omitted variables, changes in preferences or market conditions between estimation and prediction, and misspecification of the choice process [13]. Recent design research has
modeled some aspects of model uncertainty by posing distributions over model coefficients [5,12]. Following standard asymptotic results, coefficient distributions are most often assumed to be
normal with mean vector and covariance matrix determined by
properties of the log-likelihood function. However, model misspecification is virtually guaranteed in most revealed preference contexts, given the complexity of human choice behavior for difficult
decisions [14], and standard statistical results do not apply in such
settings, nor are they comprehensive. Moreover, few applications
of choice modeling in any field carefully analyze sensitivity of
model fit or forecast accuracy using alternative utility
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specifications or error structures that might imply different design
decisions. A realistic portrait of these aspects of predictive error
cannot be captured in a fully generalizable way across product
domains or contexts but can nevertheless be better understood via
data-driven examination in the specific market of interest.
We focus on the effect of model specification and characterize
share prediction accuracy of multinomial logit models in an
empirical study of recent new vehicle markets using revealed
preference sales data. The automotive sector is among the most
popular product domains for application of choice modeling in
general [4,7–9,11,15–44] and in the design literature specifically
[4,7–9,15,21,24,27,28,32,35]. Logit models, along with variants
including nested and mixed logit models, represent the most popular
modeling approach by far. While stated choice methods fit to conjoint
survey data are common [3,9,24,27,39–41], they measure hypothetical choices and generally must be calibrated to achieve a match with
market sales data [25,45]. We focus here on choice models fit to aggregate market sales data [4,7,8,15–20,22,28,29,32–38,40,43,46].
Given the importance of the vehicle choice application in the
design literature and beyond, a better understanding and characterization of prediction accuracy in this domain and its implications for design is needed. We aim to address this need with an
automotive case study by fitting a set of models representative of
those in the literature to past vehicle sales data, using the resulting
models to predict sales in later years, and assessing prediction
accuracy.
Our analysis is focused on the following research questions:
(Q1) How should we measure prediction accuracy, and do different measures lead to different conclusions about which
models predict best?
(Q2) How widely do predictions vary for alternative model
specifications? Which specifications have the best predictions, and how good are they?
(Q3) What are the implications for using choice models in
design, particularly of new products?
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The design literature has not yet investigated what measures of
forecast accuracy exist or compared these measures to understand
how they differ in characterizing accuracy, thus Q1. Q2 applies
appropriate measures to the specific task in our case study. Q3
focuses on prediction accuracy for new vehicle designs, and we
examine the relationship between accurate prediction in existing
markets versus potential to predict response to new designs that
deviate from market patterns (e.g., correlations with unobserved
attributes). We view design as primarily interested in the introduction of new products or (large) changes to product features, motivating a focus on new vehicles.

2

Literature Review

Broadly, there are two schools of research in the vehicle
demand literature. The first is concerned foremost with predicting
future vehicle demand shares, usually at an aggregate level like
vehicle class or powertrain type, and often without transparency
about the assumptions and models used to make the forecast. We
henceforth refer to this type of literature as “forecasting”. The second school is interested in model construction and in vehicle and
consumer attributes coefficient estimation especially as it pertains
to willingness-to-pay and demand elasticity in past markets. We
henceforth refer to this type of literature as “explanatory.” Appendix A compares publications of each type.1
Forecasting studies are conducted by private or government
research entities or issued in report format from an academic
research institute (see Appendix A). Reports are typically not peer
reviewed and rarely contain a full mathematical description of the
model, making it impossible to reproduce the model without additional information. Some reports include sensitivity cases formed
with variations on model assumptions; for example, the Energy
Information Administration Annual Energy Outlook [47] contains
base, low, and high alternative vehicle future market share as a
result of base, low, and high future oil prices. This type of sensitivity only captures uncertainty about model input parameters and
assumes that model specification and estimated coefficients are
known. In practice, model specifications for choice contexts as
complex as automotive purchases are always uncertain, and the
relevant question is whether or not the model is sufficient for its
intended function. The forecasting literature is typically not used
in engineering design models due to lack of transparency and documentation of data and modeling assumptions and lack of models
that make predictions as a function of design variables. Rather,
models from the explanatory literature are applied in a predictive
context.
The bulk of the new vehicle purchase demand literature is
explanatory, conducted by academic researchers and published in
peer-reviewed academic journals (see Appendix A). This literature extensively discusses model estimation and to a lesser degree
model selection, including potential sources of error from model
misspecification. Usually researchers compare the goodness-of-fit
across several specifications in order to determine which model
best represents a known, current reality. However, most of this literature does not attempt to make predictions about future vehicle
market share penetration or evaluate models with predictive capabilities in mind (Frischknecht et al. [8] is a rare exception). In general, models that fit the existing data best may not necessarily be
the best at predicting counterfactuals: statistical models may be
misspecified, containing systematic difference in prediction from
true process (“bias”), or may be sensitive to overfitting noise in
the data instead of signal (“variance”) [48].
The earliest applications of economic models for overall automotive demand focused on macroeconomic variables and, as
Train [49] highlights, only included price. These studies are
referred to as aggregate studies because the level of granularity of
predictions is at the whole market or vehicle class level as
1
An electronic companion to this paper containing the appendices referenced
herein can be found at http://repository.cmu.edu/meche/70/

opposed to individual vehicle designs2. Disaggregate studies
evolved to predict the number of vehicles an individual household
would choose to own [49]. For example, Lave and Train [44]
advanced this work by proposing a disaggregate model of vehicle
class purchase choice based on consumer characteristics and additional vehicle characteristics, such as fuel economy, weight, size,
number of seats, and horsepower. A wide variety of models followed over the next three decades: Boyd and Mellman [43], who
propose a random coefficient logit model adopted by others
[11,28,35,50,51]; Berry et al. [42], who include an alternativespecific constant (ACS) in the utility function of a random coefficient demand model adopted by others [16,52–54]; Brownstone
and Train [39], who propose several choice model specifications
using the results of a California conjoint study described in Bunch
et al. [55] and adopted by others [56,57]; and Whitefoot and Skerlos [11], who investigate the effect of fuel economy standards on
vehicle size and employ a logit model with coefficients drawn
directly from the literature. Other new-vehicle purchase models
include [23,26,29,31,34,40,41,58].
We use the preceding literature to inform comparison models
of our creation; we do not recreate prior models exactly due to
limited availability of data or specifics about estimation methods.
Instead, we form a combinatorial set of utility specifications using
covariate forms from these prior models, fit them all to a common
data set, and test them all on a common prediction set. Appendix
B summarizes the covariates used in past models and those
adopted for our tests.

3

Methods

Our overall goals are to examine the robustness of multinomial
logit model predictions over various utility function specifications
and to compare the predictions across the structural specifications
of logit, mixed logit, and nested logit (for brevity we refer to the
multinomial logit model as “logit”). We identify a universe of
covariates informed by the literature and form combinations of
them such that we have defined all possible linear utility function
specifications from these covariates. We then estimate the logit
coefficients on US consumer vehicle purchase data from 2004 to
2006 and predict market share for each of the vehicles in the US
purchase data from 2007 and 2010.
Using the measures described in Sec. 3.4, we rank the predictive accuracy across utility function specification for each of the
measures.
3.1 The Data Set. Our data set draws vehicle attribute information from Ward’s Automotive Index [59] and aggregate US
sales data from Polk [60] for vehicle sales during 2004–2007 and
2010. Other studies have used a variety of data sources (including
these) as well as stated preference surveys. We use 2004–2006
data for estimation because we expect three years of data to be
sufficient to predict a successive year, and we predict 2007 and
2010 sales to examine the effects of different time horizons. We
implicitly assume that all individuals who purchased a vehicle
considered all of the other vehicles available in the same year and
made a compensatory decision based on vehicle attributes.
Our models consider only new vehicle buyers, thus there is no
outside good (option to not purchase any vehicle). Inclusion of an
outside good allows a choice model to endogenously determine
market size. Excluding it models only share among the vehicles
purchased, which is likely less sensitive to macroeconomic factors. There are many factors that drive share and are not included
in our models, but we are interested in how well a modeler can
predict when relying primarily on available vehicle attribute data.
3.2 Model Specification. Each model uses the utility
function
2

We use the term “vehicle design” to refer to vehicle make-model.
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uij ¼ x0j b þ eij

(1)

•

where uij is the utility of vehicle design j for consumer i, xj is the
attribute vector of vehicle j, b is the vector of model parameters to
be estimated, and eij is an error term. Following standard assumptions, if eij is independently identically distributed (iid) and follows a type I extreme value distribution, then the probability Pj
that a randomly selected consumer will choose vehicle j can be
expressed as
 
exp x0j b
(2)
Pj ¼ J
X
 0 
exp xk b
k¼1

where J is the number of vehicle design options. This is the (multinomial) logit formula.
While any choice of covariates x is possible in principle, we
focus on combinations of covariates used in the prior literature.
We survey the automotive demand literature to identify the universe of independent variables historically used in automotive
discrete choice models (Appendix B). From this list of candidate covariates, we select a subset to define a manageable set of
models. Many of the models in the literature include demographic or consumer usage covariates, but because Polk sales
data [60] does not include individual-level choices, we ignore
demographics. For some demographic information like gender
or income an aggregate distribution over the US population is
available, but because we do not know which consumers
selected which vehicles, sampled consumer attributes are
unlikely to accurately determine specific individuals’ sensitivity
to vehicle attributes. We omit several variables because they are
not available in our data sources:
•

•

•

Indirect vehicle attributes like consumer reports ratings for
handling and safety—These would be unknown at the time of
prediction.
Vehicle and battery maintenance costs—These covariates are
used primarily when predicting alternative vehicle share, and
they will not vary substantially across conventional and
hybrid powertrains.
Acceleration time (seconds)—We indirectly test inclusion of
acceleration through functions of horsepower and weight.
Note that horsepower/weight correlates well with 0–60 mph
acceleration time for cars well but poorly for trucks.

Table 1

•
•
•
•

Range—This covariate is used primarily when predicting
alternative vehicle share and will not vary substantially
across conventional and hybrid powertrains. A related fuel
economy covariate is included.
Top speed—We use an alternative measure of performance
through horsepower and weight.
Number of seats—We use vehicle class, which is closely
related to seating.
2-year retained value—Like the consumer rating data this
would not be known at the time of prediction.
Attributes specific to alternative-vehicles (e.g., dummies for
hybrid or electric power trains)—These are not relevant to
our data set, which includes conventional vehicles and only a
limited number of hybrid powertrains.

The highlighted covariates in Appendix B are those which
remain after omitting demographic, usage, indirect, and unavailable attributes. Some studies group price and fuel economy variables into discrete levels of each rather than treating them as
continuous variables. We consider all covariates (except for class
and brand dummies) to be continuous variables because, unlike
controlled conjoint experiments, the market data do not fit well
into a small number of discrete levels. Price is always included as
a covariate and can take any of the forms listed in Table 1; vehicle
class dummies are also always included. The other highlighted
covariates in Appendix B can take one of the forms listed in
Table 1 or can be excluded from the utility function entirely
(“excluded” option). Given these covariate options, there are 9000
possible utility specifications for the logit model outlined in
Table 1. Operating cost includes the macroeconomic variable of
retail gas price. Though we aim to exclude nonvehicle attributes,
this covariate was particularly prevalent in the literature. Furthermore, while having more covariates cannot decrease best model fit
on a given data set, that does not imply that more covariates will
improve model forecast accuracy. In general, introducing more
covariates introduces the risk of overfitting the estimation data.
From the selected covariates, we assume that the utility function is linear in parameters (a standard assumption in the vast majority of logit model applications because it ensures that the loglikelihood function is concave [2]) and construct models using all
possible linear combinations of covariates.
Many of these covariates are correlated. Such correlations can
induce bias in the estimated coefficients if not corrected [63].
However, while this presents difficulties in drawing inferences
from the coefficients (e.g., willingness-to-pay) it does not necessarily affect the ability to make predictions from the model so

Covariate forms tested in utility function specifications
Functional form options

Covariate

Option 0

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Price
Operating costa
Accelerationb
Size
Style
Air conditioning
Transmission
Brand
Vehicle class

Excluded
Excluded
Excluded
Excluded
Excluded
Excluded
Excluded

Price ($)
Fuel cost/mile
Horsepower/weight (hp/wt)
Length
(Length  width)/height
Dummy if air-conditioning is standard
Dummy if auto. transmission is standard
Dummy for country of originc
Dummies for vehicle classe

Price þ op cost
Miles/fuel cost
wt/hp
Width

ln(price)
Miles/gallon
exp(c1  (hp/wt) c2)
Length-width

Gallons/mile
hp
Length  width

Dummy for brandd

a

Fuel cost is average annual gas price [61] in 2004 dollars, adjustment based on the consumer price index [62].
c1 ¼ 0.00275 and c2 ¼ 0.776 as in the EIA Annual Energy Outlook [47].
c
Country of origin includes: United States, Europe, and Asia; excludes United States dummy for identification.
d
Brand includes: Acura, Audi, BMW, Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, Chrysler, Dodge, Ford, GMC, Honda, Hummer, Hyundai, Infiniti, Isuzu, Jaguar, Jeep,
Kia, Land Rover, Lexus, Lincoln, Mazda, Mercedes, Mercury, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Oldsmobile, Pontiac, Porsche, Saab, Saturn, Scion, Subaru, Suzuki,
Toyota, Volkswagen, Volvo; excludes Acura dummy for identification.
e
Class includes: Compact, midsize sedan, full size sedan, luxury sedan, SUV, luxury SUV, pickup, minivan, van, and sports; van is excluded for
identification.
b
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long as the correlations in the training data would also be present
in the prediction set. For vehicle markets, this is likely to hold for
near-term predictions, though it may not hold for new designs that
do not follow prior patterns in the marketplace.
For illustration of this concept, suppose
the true choice genera0
tor uses the utility function uðxjb0 Þ ¼ b0 x þ e, and the designs in
the market follow a pattern: x ¼ A0 y for x 2 Rn ; y 2 Rm ; m < n.
Then for any coefficient vector fb ¼ b0 þ D : AD ¼ 0g;
uðxjbÞ ¼ b0 A0 y þ e ¼ ðAb0 þ ADÞ0 y þ e ¼ b00 x þ e ¼ uðxjb0 Þ.
Therefore, choice probabilities are identical for any D in the null
space of A, and b0 is not identifiable: coefficient estimates b could
be arbitrarily far from their true value b0 . Nevertheless,
uðxjbÞ ¼ uðxjb0 Þ, so utility estimates (and therefore choice probabilities) can be correct even for arbitrarily biased coefficients as
long as the new designs follow the pattern in the marketplace
x ¼ A0 y. If a new design deviates from the prior pattern
~x ¼ A0 y þ z, utility (and therefore choice probabilities) may be
biased: uð~xjbÞ ¼ ðb0 þDÞ0 ðA0 yþzÞþe ¼ ðAb0 þADÞ0 y þ ðb0 þ DÞ0
z þ e ¼ b00 A0 y þ b00 z þ D0 z þ e ¼ uð~xjb0 Þ þ D0 z. Therefore, models that predict well overall may nevertheless have biased coefficients that predict poorly for new designs that deviate from the
market pattern. We assess predictive accuracy for products in the
marketplace and also examine variation in implications of coefficient estimates for new designs.
3.3 Model Estimation. The likelihood of the estimated parameters L is defined as the probability of generating the observed
data given the estimated parameter values
 
^
L bjx
¼

J 
Y

Pj

n j

(3)

j¼1

where nj is the sales of vehicle j. The maximum likelihood estima^ is the value of the vector that maximizes
tor of the parameters b
L. The monotonic transformation ln(L) is typically used as the
objective function for computational benefit. For more detail on
logit models and their estimation see Train [2].
The mixed logit, or random coefficients logit, model is similar
to the logit model except the individual b’s are allowed to vary
over the population to represent heterogeneous consumer preferences. In our case we assume that they are independently normally
distributed
b  Nðl; RÞ

(4)

where R is a diagonal matrix, and the maximum likelihood
procedure estimates the elements of l and R using numerical integration [2]. This specification relaxes the independence from irrelevant alternatives (IIA) restriction for substitution patterns [2].
Our nested logit specification divides the vehicles into groups
or nests by vehicle class and fits a logit model to each of the nests.
We assume that the utility functional form is the same for each
nest, but coefficients may differ across nests. For example, the b
for price will be different for midsize cars than it is for pickups.
However, within a nest b is fixed. A nested logit exhibits the IIA
property for products within a nest, but relaxes the IIA restriction
for products in different nests.
As generalizations of the logit model, nested and mixed logit
models will necessarily fit any set of estimation data at least as
well as the logit. The mixed logit generalization of the logit model
is even flexible enough to represent most random utility maximization models, given enough flexibility over the coefficient distribution [2]. However, nested and mixed logit models need not
predict as well as logit models due to the potential for overfitting.
3.4 Evaluation Measures. After fitting each of the model
specifications, we evaluate prediction error using likelihood measures, the Kullback–Leibler divergence (KL) [64], a cumulative

distribution of error tolerance (CDFET), and the average share
error (ASE), and we compare the goodness-of-fit using the above
measures as well as the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [65],
and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [66]. Each of these
measures is described below. We compare models selected as best
by these measures to one another and to literature-informed
benchmark models.
Likelihood: Likelihood, defined in Eq. (3), and monotonic transformations of likelihood, such as log-likelihood ln(L) and average
likelihood (AL) (L1/N, where N is the number of choices observed)
measure the probability that the model would generate the data
observed. When comparing two models for the same data set, the
model with larger L is more likely to generate the data observed.
KL divergence: The KL divergence measures the difference
between a predicted distribution and the true distribution [67].
 
J

 X
sj
sj
ln
KL sj jjPj ¼
P
j
j¼1

(5)

where sj ¼ nj/J is the market share of vehicle design j. The KL
measure is also a monotonic transformation of L, thus L and KL
will rank models identically, and maximizing likelihood is equivalent to minimizing KL (see Appendix C for proof).
ASE: ASE measures the average error in share predictions
across the vehicle designs.
ASE ¼

J 

1X
sj  Pj 
J j¼1

(6)

We report ASE as a summary statistic in Appendix D but do not
use it as a basis for model selection because it does not holistically
capture distribution divergence: It will not distinguish between
models with large error for one vehicle alternative vs. the same
degree of error spread out among many vehicle alternatives.
Error tolerance cumulative distribution function (CDF): The
CDFET graphs the fraction of vehicles with absolute share prediction error, |sj – Pj| for vehicle design j, less than a specified value.
This measure, to our knowledge proposed here, evaluates a model
in terms of error tolerance levels. We use absolute share error
rather than relative error because relative error overemphasizes
small prediction errors for vehicles with small market share. A
CDFET is a more comprehensive description of model prediction
error than likelihood measures because it characterizes the distribution of accuracy across the vehicle share predictions, rather
than just how well a model predicts “on average”.
Two additional measures apply only to assess fit with estimation data, not predictive accuracy [68].
AIC: AIC is a variation of likelihood that attempts to penalize
overfitting.
AIC ¼2lnðLÞ2k

(7)

where k is the number of model parameters.
BIC: BIC is similar to AIC but with a stronger penalty for an
increasing number of covariates.
BIC ¼2lnðLÞlnð J Þk

(8)

AIC and BIC can take on the value of any negative real number,
have no standalone meaning, and are only useful as compared to
other candidate models fit to the same data set. Larger values are
preferred. Derivations and consistency proofs for the KL, AIC,
and BIC measures can be found in Ref. [68].

4

Results

Of the 9000 tested utility function specifications, for 8993
(99.9%) the Knitro optimization algorithm for MATLAB converged
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Table 2 RAL calculated on the prediction data set for select model specifications and data sets
Scenario

1

2

3

4

5

6

Estimation data

2004–2006

2006

2007

2004–2006

2004–2006

2004–2006

Prediction data

2007

2007

2007

2010

2007

2007

Full market

Full market

Full market

Full market

Luxury sedan

New designs

0.0076
55.3%
88.3%
65.9%
76.4%
79.0%
79.0%
73.8%

0.0076
55.3%
88.3%
65.9%
77.7%
79.0%
79.0%
72.4%

0.0076
55.3%
88.3%
65.9%
81.7%
81.7%
85.6%
80.3%

0.0080
43.6%
23.7%
53.6%
67.3%
68.5%
67.3%
64.8%

0.0384
63.6%
73.3%
NA
73.3%
87.9%
89.2%
NA

0.4610
93.2%
95.9%
95.0%
96.5%
97.5%
97.0%
95.3%

Market
AL of ideal model (predicted shares ¼ actual shares)
RAL of no info model
RAL of static model
RAL of class dummies only logit
RAL of best fit logit model for L/AIC/BIC of estimation data
RAL of logit model with greatest likelihood for prediction data
RAL of mixed logit with best logit estimation fit covariates
RAL of nested logit with best logit estimation fit covariates

Note: in Scenario 5 luxury sedan vehicles are used for estimation and prediction; in scenario 6 the full market is used for estimation, but evaluation measures are assessed for prediction of new vehicles only. Italicized numbers emphasize that the number is an AL as opposed to an RAL. Bold numbers indicate the greatest RAL in a given column (most accurate model for a given scenario).

to likelihood-maximizing coefficients, and the other seven failed
to converge. Only the 8993 models that successfully converged
were considered as candidate models. The candidate models were
ranked from best to worst on each measure. There were no two
models with identical values for any measure (no ties). In the following results “best models” refer to the models ranked as number
one for a given measure.
4.1 Q1: Model and Evaluation Measure Comparison. We
refer to a model that most accurately predicts the in-sample estimation data according to a given measure as the “best estimative
model”, and we refer to a model that most accurately predicts the
out-of-sample prediction data as the “best predictive model.” The
traditional goodness-of-fit measures—likelihood/KL and AIC/
BIC—select the same best estimative model, and they also agree
upon the specification of the best predictive model. The CDFET
goodness-of-prediction measure selects distinct model specifications as the best predictive models dependent upon the desired
error tolerance level (we test error tolerance levels of 25%, 50%,
and 75%). The three CDFET best predictive models are also distinct from the best estimative and predictive models under the
AIC, BIC, and likelihood criteria. See Appendix D for selected
model measure comparisons and coefficient estimates.
Though the best likelihood/AIC/BIC estimative model is distinct from the best predictive model, the difference in form is
small. They include the same covariates but in different forms
(e.g., operating cost as miles/dollar as opposed to gallons/mile)
with the exception of luxury and transmission which contribute
little to utility relative to the contribution of the other attributes.
4.2 Q2: Model Accuracy. Table 2 summarizes the AL calculated on the prediction data set for select combinations of model
specification (rows) and estimation/prediction data set scenarios
(columns). We report the relative average likelihood (RAL) in
Table 2 defined as the AL of the model divided by the AL of an
ideal aggregate model that predicts shares perfectly. The reason we
report RAL instead of simply AL is because choice diversity in the
data necessarily lowers the maximum attainable value of AL with
any model. Thus RAL describes the amount of predictive power
obtained by a particular model relative to the best possible predictive power that could be obtained with any aggregate model.
The rows compare the predictive performance of the model that
has the best predictions and the model that fit the estimation data
best. Using each of the utility functions from the best estimative
logit models, we fit additional mixed and nested logit models. Due
to computational limitations, we did not run all 9000 utility form
combinations for the mixed and nested logit structural

specifications. Rather we used the results from the logit model
output to inform the selection of covariate form for the mixed and
nested logit models. The “no info” row is calculated by assigning
an equal share to all vehicles. The static model row assumes that
shares in the prediction year are identical to the most recent share
of the vehicle design available in the estimation data for all vehicle designs present in both the estimation and prediction data,
and all new vehicle designs receive an equal proportion of the
remaining share.
Scenario 1 is our base case, where models are fit to sales in
years 2004–2006 and used to predict 2007 sales. Scenario 2 uses
only 2006 data to predict 2007, assessing sensitivity of predictions
to the amount of data used for estimation. Scenario 3 fits the models directly to 2007 data, helping to identify the portion of prediction error that stems from model fit, rather than from changes over
time. Scenario 4 uses 2004–2006 data to predict 2010 sales,
assessing differences when predictions are made farther into the
future. Scenario 5 assesses predicative accuracy for a single vehicle class,3 rather than the entire market, and scenario 6 assesses
only the predictive accuracy for new vehicle designs introduced in
2007. Comparisons can be made within each column to evaluate
the prediction accuracy across model specifications for a given
estimation/prediction data set.
In scenarios 1–3, which predict the full 2007 market, the best
predictive logit model predicts better than the best estimative
model, the class dummies model does not predict as well as the
models which contain vehicle attributes, and the no info model
predicts worst, as expected. Nested logit predictions have lower
AL than logit, but mixed logit predictions have higher AL.4 That
the nested logit does not predict better than the logit suggests that
the relaxation of the IIA property among the nests selected does
not improve prediction. Model predictions could potentially be
improved further by exploring alternative parameter distributional
forms such as multivariate normal with a full covariance matrix
[69], although that introduces more potential for overfitting with
aggregate sales data. We leave such explorations for future work.
See Appendix E for mixed and nested logit coefficient estimates
and Appendix F for actual versus predicted shares.
In all three scenarios the static model outperforms all other
models. Additionally, we see little difference in prediction quality
between scenarios 1 and 3 when using the same model (compare
across columns) compared to the difference due to model specification (compare down rows), even though the prediction set and
3
This is distinct from the “class dummies only logit” which includes data for the
entire market but uses only dummies representing each class as covariates.
4
A likelihood ratio test of the best logit and mixed logit models calculated on
2007 data suggests that there is sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis that
the mixed logit model predicts significantly better at the a ¼ 0.1 level.
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estimation set are identical in scenario 3. Together, these results
indicate that residual error in model fit is a major source of prediction error, and there is too much missing data or model misspecification in the attribute-based models to fit or predict the full
market as well as the static model. Without data on missing covariates that influence choice, such as vehicle aesthetics, it is difficult to fully explain choice behavior at the vehicle design level
with only the available covariates.
However, scenario 4 examines a longer time horizon and
reveals that the static model has poor predictive capability when
forecasting farther into the future. The attribute-based models
attempt to capture consumer choice as a function of observable
attributes plus random noise, but since not all attributes are
observed, share is not fit perfectly. In contrast, the static model
does not attempt to explain the reason for consumers’ choices but
instead simply assumes consumers will make the same choices
year after year. The static model does well for the 2007 forecasts
because share for each vehicle model changes little from year to
year, but over a longer time horizon vehicle designs change and
new designs are added to the market (37% of the vehicle designs
sold in 2010 did not appear in the 2004–2006 data). The static
model has no information about these new designs, so it loses predictive capability, and over a longer prediction horizon the
attribute-based models perform substantially better than the static
model.
Scenario 5 indicates that the attribute-based models also perform better than the static model in the luxury sedan class. The
best class model is distinct for each class, though all class models
include some form of all covariates with the exception of style
and automatic transmission as standard. The AL of 2007 class predictions increases when the best estimative class level model is fit
to class data as opposed to the best estimative full market model
fit to the full market data with the exception of midsize and sports
cars (see Appendix G for table of class model specifications and
model AL comparison by class).
Figure 1(a) shows the CDFET for selected models of scenario
1. The x-axis is the absolute difference between the predicted
share and the actual share, and the y-axis is the proportion of vehicle designs whose share prediction error is less than the corresponding value on the x-axis. For example, in Fig. 1(a) point
(0.25%, 0.7) indicates that 70% of the share predictions made by
the best AIC/BIC/KL models deviate from the observed share by
less than 0.25% (the average vehicle design share in this market is
0.42%).
The worst models all perform similarly to one another in scenario 1 and lie on top of the class-only curve in Fig. 1(a) (and are

thus omitted for readability). While a model could plausibly be
posed that predicts worse than the no info model, we do not
observe it in our utility specifications. The best models and worst
models differ most noticeably in their omission of covariates. The
best models include some form of almost every covariate, whereas
the worst models omit covariates entirely. For example, the worst
model as selected by the likelihood and AIC measures applied to
the estimated data only contains the covariates price and class.
Conversely, if we compare only models that contain some form of
price, operating cost, acceleration, size covariates, and class and
brand dummies (style, luxury, and automatic transmission dummies could be excluded), then we see no practical difference in
the predictive power of the best and worst models. No one covariate in isolation sets the best models apart from the worst models.
A model’s predictive power thus appears to be robust to covariate
form but sensitive to the exclusion of attributes.
4.3 Q3: Implications for Design. Scenario 6 compares the
best-predictive logit model for all vehicles to the model that best
predicts the shares of the new vehicle designs introduced in 2007.
The best new vehicle model is determined similarly to the best
predictive logit model of scenarios 1–3 by ranking the models on
each of the measures; however, the measures in this case were calculated by treating each of the new vehicles individually and the
holdover vehicles as an aggregated “other” share. (The “other”
share is calculated as the sum of all holdover vehicle shares.) In
contrast to scenario 1, the attribute-driven logit models of scenario
6 have a higher likelihood than the static model, since the static
model has no information about new designs.
The CDFET of Fig. 1(b) shows that at lower values of error tolerance the attribute-driven models are superior to the static model
and that there is some difference in prediction quality between
models that predict best for the whole market versus the new vehicle market. Overall, while the static model outperforms attributebased models for near-term predictions, attribute-based models
are needed for predicting the performance of new vehicle designs
and for making longer-term predictions. Still, the degree of uncertainty and error in predictions for new designs may be too large to
guide design choices appropriately in some contexts.
Appendix D summarizes model coefficients for several specifications including those representative of models in the literature
as well as best estimative and best predictive models. It is clear
that different specifications lead to different inferences about the
effect of attribute changes on choice. For instance, the utility function specifications based on Boyd and Mellman [43], Berry et al.

Fig. 1 CDF of error tolerance for the best logit model specifications as measured by likelihood/KL and AIC/BIC measures on
2004–2006 sales estimation data and 2007 sales prediction data compared to alternative models (a) full market and (b) new
vehicle designs only
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[42], and Whitefoot and Skerlos [11] result in a coefficient for
operating cost that suggests consumers prefer higher efficiency
(longer range per unit cost or lower fuel consumption per unit distance) all else being equal, as expected. But the best estimative
and best predictive models suggest that consumers prefer lower
efficiency. This can happen because efficiency may serve as a
proxy for unobserved variables (e.g., size, performance, or styling
variables not captured in the data). While the latter models make
better predictions for existing vehicle markets that follow established patterns (attribute correlations), they could misguide design
efforts that divert from established market patterns.

5

Limitations

Our investigation is a first step in a larger goal of characterizing
the design impacts of choice prediction uncertainty. All of our
models have error resulting from misspecification and missing information (as do all similar models in the literature that are based
on market sales data rather than controlled experiments). For
example, we do not have information on attributes that are important in some vehicle classes (like towing capacity for trucks), and
we lack information and quantification of some key purchase drivers, such as esthetics. We lack individual-level choice data with
consumer covariates, such as demographics or usage variables [9],
which can help explain choice behavior and improve predictions
when predictions of future population covariates are available.
Nevertheless, such limitations are common in choice models used
to assess the vehicle market or guide design choices. Our study
suggests that if models lack transparent quantifications of important determinants of product choices, designers should be cautious
about basing design decisions on choice models.
More research is needed to assess a wider scope of modeling
alternatives. We did not consider ASCs—product-specific factors
that can proxy for omitted variables—and their use in prediction
or design. ASCs can generate models that match estimation data
shares exactly; however, they contain no information about specific
unobserved product features, and they are unknown for any new
product designs. We also ignore a major component of the new vehicle modeling literature: covariate endogeneity—a correlation
between model covariates and the unobserved terms like error.
Endogeneity implies that coefficients are biased and inconsistent if
not properly estimated, typically requiring instrumental variables
techniques [2]. We also did not consider alternative estimation
methods (e.g., Bayesian methods) and alternative heterogeneity
specifications (e.g., latent class models, a mixed logit model with
joint parameter distributions, mixture models, and generalized logit
models that account for scale and coefficient heterogeneity [69]).
Our study uses random utility discrete choice models that treat
consumers as observant rational utility maximizers with consistent
preferences. While this is a popular approach to modeling consumer choice, important criticisms exist. For instance, preferences
can evolve over time [25], changing with cultural symbolism [70]
and/or social interactions [71]. The theory of construction of preference adapted to design by MacDonald et al. [14] suggests that
consumers’ preferences for attributes do not exist a priori but are
rather evaluated on a case-by-case basis [14]. Morrow and Macdonald [10] suggest that vehicle choice behavior may be better
represented by a “consider-then-choose” model [72] where consumers first screen out most alternatives using simple rules, subsequently maximizing utility over a smaller “consideration set”
[73]. The potential value of this type of model is suggested here
by the better performance of class-only models, a special case of
the consider-then-choose model. More broadly, the Lucas critique
warns against use of aggregated historical data to predict outcomes in counterfactual future scenarios [74].

6

Conclusions

While the topic of uncertainty associated with choice predictions is widely discussed in the design community (e.g.,

Refs. [3–5,12,14,28]), there is no current consensus as to what
processes and measures best quantify model uncertainty. This gap
motivated our first research question, Q1. We investigated several
well-known measures of model performance evaluated on a prediction set. For the automotive case study examined, likelihood
measures (and the rank-equivalent KL divergence measure) tend
to identify the same top-ranked model as the penalized likelihood
measures AIC and BIC do. While CDFET measures identify different top-ranked models, depending on the error tolerance
selected, the resulting models share most covariates. Models that
perform well on one measure tend to perform well on the other
measures, and models that perform poorly on one measure also
tend to perform poorly on the other measures. In other words,
determination of the best models in our study did not depend
strongly on potentially arbitrary selection of the measure used to
evaluate predictive accuracy.
Overall our results confirm several intuitive features of this
application: attribute-based models predict better than models
with no information; models of a particular vehicle class typically
make better predictions than models of the full market; including
more covariates generally improves predictive accuracy; and better model fit correlates well with better predictive accuracy. The
match between fit and predictive accuracy, suggesting no major
overfitting issues, is particularly encouraging, since the modeler
has access to choice data for estimation but not choice data in the
counterfactual predictive context. These findings would have to
be validated in other product domains on a case-by-case basis.
We also observe a number of less intuitive results that are relevant to design. First, the models we construct are fairly poor predictors of future shares. In our base scenario, our best predictive
model has an average error of 0.24% (the average share of a vehicle design is 0.42%), which translates to an error of approximately
37,500 vehicles sold for the 2007 market. The limited predictive
power of standard models on real data in a canonical product category suggests designers should apply discrete choice models cautiously, though predictions may be substantially better in domains
with fewer unobserved attributes or with conjoint data (where all
attributes are observed).
Second, we find that attribute-based models do not furnish the
best predictions for short-run forecasts in stable market conditions; attribute-based models estimated on 2004–2006 data were
outperformed in predicting 2007 shares by the “static” model that
assumes no changes in shares. However, attribute-based models
are superior to the static model when predicting new vehicles
only, since the static model lacks information about new entrants.
There are some intuitive reasons why the static model might perform better than attribute-based models for short term predictions
of existing designs given relatively stable market conditions. First,
the static model may implicitly capture effects related to omitted
vehicle attributes neglected by attribute-based models. Second,
the static model may predict well in the short-run simply because
of “inertial” conditions specific to the automotive market, particularly multiperiod production schedules and inventory buildup that
must ultimately be cleared over the short run using unobserved
advertising and/or purchasing incentives.
Third, while including an appropriate set of product attributes
as model covariates is important to improving predictive accuracy, the form those covariates take in the utility function is less
important in this application. This implies that it may be less important to test many variations of utility function covariate form
when constructing a model, but it also means that any design decisions (e.g., design optimization results) that are not robust to variation in utility function covariate form may not be justified given
the near equivalence of alternative covariate form in fit and prediction error with market data. If different utility specifications
lead to different design decisions but the data cannot discern
which form best represents choices, then design decisions cannot
be reliably based on any single specification.
Finally, we observe that some of the models with the best predictive accuracy have coefficients with unexpected signs—likely
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biased due to correlation with unobserved attributes. Despite good
prediction accuracy in existing markets, where attribute correlations are similar from year to year, these models may misguide
design efforts if the designer makes changes that do not follow
correlations in the marketplace. For example, the sign of the coefficient for the gallons per mile (gpm) attribute of the best predictive logit model is negative,5 suggesting that consumers prefer
lower fuel economy, all other attributes being equal. In fact, consumers may purchase vehicles with lower fuel economy because
of other features of those vehicles unobserved by the modeler
(e.g., size, performance, or styling attributes not captured in the
model). The model predicts well if the new market retains such
correlations, but a designer who lowers fuel economy alone is not
likely to obtain the outcome predicted by the model. Thus, accuracy of predictions in existing markets is not a sufficient condition
for use in design.
To verify that our results are not specific to the 2004–2006
timeframe, we conducted a similar analysis with estimation data
from years 1971–1973 and 1981–1983 with prediction data from
the respective one and four year forward markets. We find that
our conclusions are generally robust to alternate timeframes: our
accuracy measures are concordant; the best models exhibit substantial prediction error stemming from limited model fit; the
static model outperforms the attribute-based models when predicting the full market one year forward but attribute-based models
can predict better for four year forward forecasts or new vehicle
designs; share predictions are sensitive to the presence of utility
covariates but less sensitive to covariate form; nested and mixed
logit specifications do not produce significantly more accurate
forecasts; and the 1971–1973 models with best predictions do not
necessarily have expected coefficient signs (though 1981–1983
models do). See Appendix H of the supplemental material for
additional detail.
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